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ACA Aponix 
 

Grimm Secret Track 

Barely-tart grisette brewed with pilsner and wheat using a traditional step mash, and hopped with Motueka. 
Pours hazy yellow, large creamy off white head, nice lacing. Aroma is yeast, , some vinous notes, grain, clove. 
Flavors is light plus sweet, light bitter herbal and vinous, field grass. Medium body, smooth and silky mouthfeel. 
Well crafted. 
 

 

AGI Partners LLC  
 

Brewmaster Jack Hoppiness is a warm pun 

One of our finest India Pale Ales. This beer is made with loads of specialty malts to create a biscuity flavor. 
Motueka and Galaxy hops are layered in to create brilliant citrus flavors. This one clocks in at 8.2% ABV and 100 
IBU's. 
 

 

Alantra  
 

Barrier Brewing Rip Rap 

The giant erupts from an ocean dark as chocolate. A monster masked by a fog of thick smoke, poised under a 
coffee black sky. Moonlight lacing clings to its robust structure, and descends as if a rib cage disappearing into 
waves of foam. No one knows from whence it came, yet  
Riprap's intentions are known: To shock the bashful and excite the bold. 

 

 

Align Capital Partners 
 

Cambridge Brewing Flower Child 

Extensively hopped and dryhopped with a big roster of hops – Simcoe, Centennial, Cascade, Ahtanum, 
Chinook, and Amarillo – it’s big, bright, and floral, with just enough malt to balance. This American-style I.P.A. 
stands head and shoulders above its hoppy brethren, blending pale and honey malts to balance the palate 
without interfering in your herbal reverie, and creating a new American classic.
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ASGARD Partners & Co. 
 

Clown Shoes Galactica 

Galactica, a hop staff wielding heroine, patrols in karate kick mode through the heavens. Her mission: cosmic 
combat to promote good beer. Dry hopped with Galaxy hops, a clean malt backbone enhances the dank and 
luscious IPA flavors. 
 

 

Audax  
 

Evil Twin Nasty Trunks 

Did you also like Sour Bikini - a light bodied sour pale ale? This is Nasty Trunks - a more full-bodied India Pale 
Ale. Expect bigger muscles, more bitterness, a beer that is desperate for attention - in other words such a nasty 
pair of trunks. 
 

 

BB&T  
 

Brewmaster Near & Dear 

There is nothing better than a pint of hearty stout on a cold winter night. This beer was tinkered with for over two 
years before we arrived at a final recipe. The base stout is layered with mountains of cocoa to provide a lucious 
chocolate flavor. A blend of espresso roasted by Esselon Coffee Roasting in Hadley, Massachusetts is added to 
enhance the flavors of roasted Carafa malt from Germany. The final product is a full-bodied brew with chocolate 
and coffee flavors percolating to the brim. 

 
 

Behrman Capital 
 

Fiddlehead Double Fiddle 

This double IPA is packed with plenty of hop bitterness and tons of citrus hop aroma. Dry hopped for over a 
month with nearly three pounds per barrel. Enjoy in moderation. 
 
 

Bertram Capital 
 

Finbeck IPA 

IPA, dry hopped with Citra, Lemon Drop, El Dorado and Belma. Easy drinking, clean and refreshing. Bitter, dank, 
and hoppy. Filled with Chinook and Columbus hops.Pours hazy gold into a shaker. Bright white head with 
excellent retention recedes leaving scant sheets. Lemon joy and dusty yeast aromas. Soft with sour overripe 
papaya and guava upfront turning to dusty fruit skin in the lasting finish. 
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Blue Wolf Capital  
 

Greenpoint Solar Flare 

Solar Flare is a Kölsch style beer brewed by Greenpoint Beer & Ale Company in Brooklyn, NY. It pours clearb 
yellow with a small white head. The aroma is fresh, clean, bright, green, pine needles, lemon rind and grassy. 
The taste is dry, crisp, bitter, green, grassy, piney, lemon sherbet, grapefruit, peppery spice, doughy bread and 
cracker with a drying finish. Medium body and fine carbonation. Good mix between lager and modern lagers. 
 

 

BMO  
 

Cambridge Brewing Working Class Hero 

American Saison with CitrusBarley, wheat, rye and oats combine with hops and citrus peel in this new American 
saison. Created by men and women who have forged their own paths to craft your beer, here’s a liquid reward 
for heroic people everywhere who take pride in an honest day’s work. Saison was historically brewed to be 
served to the seasonal workers, miners, and other hard-working men and women who needed to slake their 
thirst. Made with a wide variety of grains, hops, and occasionally spices, saison’s hallmarks were its dry palate 
and refreshing drinkability. We brew Working Class Hero with this in mind, and add our own American 
interpretation via orange peel, lemon peel, and just a touch of Citra hops, complemented by our house Belgian 
yeast strain.We hope you dig it! 
 

 

Carl Marks 
 

Clown Shoes Moon Bear 

Milk stout brewed with Vietnamese dark roast coffee. This morning we have another new can coming in the 
future from Clown Shoes.  This is Moon Bear and it is a milk stout brewed with Vietnamese dark roast coffee.  
This beer will hit 7%-AbV and this is the 16oz can coming from Harpoon in Boston, MA and Windsor, VT. 
 

 

CenterOak Partners, LLC 
 

Greysail Great Ketch 

Imperial India Pale Lager—We celebrated our third anniversary with the release of this India Pale Lager. Our IPL 
is brewed with German pilsner malts and hopped with Amarillo, Simcoe, Galaxy, Equinox, and Citra. This IPL 
took four weeks to produce – twice as long as an IPA – and we think it’s worth the wait…like any Great Ketch. 
Cheers! 
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CITIC Capital  
 

Gun Hill Velvet Royale 

Gun Hill Velvet Royale a Stout beer by Gun Hill Brewing Company, a brewery in Bronx, New York. 
Pours a deep brown body with soft lace. Smoky on the nose with burnt roast and spicy earth. Mouthfeel is thin 
bodied with burnt roast. 

 
 

Cognizant  
 

Grimm Kites are Fun 

Hallertau Blanc, Mandarina Bavaria, and Simcoe Cryo. Pours clear gold, white head. Aroma is grapefruit, sugary 
citrus, pine, floral. Flavor is sugary gummies, sweet fruits, lime, floral / bitter pine twinge. Full bodied sweet 
tropical DIPA 
 

 

Dominus Capital 
 

Hermit Thrush Cassis 

Black currant blush sour ale aged in oak foudres. The peel’s native Brettanomyces strain did about 20% of the 
fermentation, superimposed on our main wild mixed culture fermentation. 
 
 

Duff & Phelps 

 

Evil Twin Sumo in a Sidecar 

This is our take on a classic cocktail with an Asian twist and a cool name. An IPA with apricot and a slim hint of 
umami. It’s crisp, fruity and perhaps full-bodied. 
 
 

EA Markets  
 

Greenpoint Incomplete Sentences 

Hopped with Simcoe, Motueka, and Lemondrop. It pours hazy golden with a bubbly white head. The aroma is 
fresh, fragrant, apricot, peach, mango, passion fruit, fruit smoothie and candied fruits. The taste is dry, soft, 
sweetish, mellow bitterness, mango, passion fruit, apricot, sticky, juicy, bit green, grassy, papaya, toasty grain 
and hay with a drying finish. Medium body and fine, prickly carbonation. Fruity and scoopable. 
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Gauge Capital  
 

Industrial Arts Brewing Wrench NEIPA 

A pithy explosion of aroma and flavor, beyond hazy, and loaded with Mosaic and Citra to the point of stickiness. 
This one is seriously over the top, forever hazy with intense peachy and citrus notes that will wash over you like 
a waterfall of flavor. Please join us in welcoming Wrench into the family! 
 
 

Graycliff Partners 
 

Interboro You are all I indeed 

Interboro Spirits and Ales You're All I Need a India Pale Ale (IPA) beer by Interboro Spirits and Ales, a brewery 
in Brooklyn, New York. 
 
 

Gridiron Capital 
 

Grimm Pulse Wave 

Baller Equinox-based double IPA. Yellow-orange and hazy; lasting snow-white head and lacing. Quintessential 
Grimm DIPA tropical aromatics. Dry and bracingly hoppy on the palate, with big fruit notes of peach, orange, and 
pineapple. Soft tingles of chive and green, resinous hoppy flavor. Some surprising spearmint/wintergreen notes 
make an intriguing appearance. Finishes with a firm, clean, and lasting bitterness. Drink now, no hoarding, etc. 

 
 

Gryphon  
 

Lawson's Sip of Sunshine 

This lupulin-laden India Pale Ale is packed with juicy tropical fruit character, bright floral aromas and delectable 
layers of hop flavor. 
 

 

Hammond, Kennedy, Whitney  
 

Maine Beer MO 

Our first run at an American Pale Ale. Flavors and aromas of zesty citrus, passionfruit, and pine present 
themselves throughout. A very subtle malt sweetness for balance, but this is intended to finish dry. 
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Harris Williams 
 

Greysail Captain's Daughter 

You can't help but be tempted by our Captain's Daughter. Her full body. Her exotic bouquet. Brewed with Mosaic 
and Citra hops, her allure is fresh as it is intriguing. Yet, she commands respect. Try to take advantage of her 
and she'll put you in your place. We raised our daughter well! 
 
 

High Road Capital Partners 
 

Finbeck Vermillion 

IPA, dry hopped with Citra, Lemon Drop, El Dorado and Belma. Easy drinking, clean and refreshing.  
Pours pale hazy gold with white head. Aroma is moderate fruitiness, not much citrus. Taste is sort of sweet. Low 
bitterness. Some aftertaste. Not bad. 

 
 

Houlihan Lokey  
 

Gun Hill Roll Call EC: 8 

Juicy east coast styled IPA hopped with Citra, Motueka, and Sorachi Ace. Deep golden color with particulate 
haze under a finger or two of white foam. Lots of orchard and tropical fruits, soft and smooth, moderate 
bitterness and sweetness, little bit of citrus versus a little bit of pine. Hints of caramel, resin, and honey crop up 
here and there... Really diggin' it. 
 

 

Huron Capital  
 

Newburgh Cream Ale 

Originally brewed by ale breweries to compete with the surging popularity of lager beer, it remains a regional 
specialty in the Northeast United States. Our version is light-bodied and pale straw color, but uses no corn or 
rice as many of the original versions did. The result is a supremely malty and refreshing version of a style dear to 
our hearts 
 

 

Imperial Capital 
 

Hermit Thrush Brattlebeer 

Inspired by the town of Brattleboro, the unique sour ale brewed with cider, captures the best of local flavors. 
Brattlebeer is slightly tart, light bodied and dry with both fruity and malty undertones, and a rocky, champagne-
like head. Fermented spontaneously with a blend of local apple cider, malt, and hops, this delicate pale ale pairs 
well with soft cheeses and herbal entrees, and often compliments seasonal fruit desserts. 
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Insperity 
 

Grimm Galaxy Pop 

Dry hopped Berliner Weisse style ale brewed with galaxy hops vanilla and milk sugar. Pours very hazy pale 
golden/straw color with a 1-2 finger dense white head with awesome retention, that reduces to a small cap that 
lasts. Nice dense soapy lacing clings on the glass, with a moderate amount of streaming carbonation retaining 
the cap. Fantastic appearance. Aromas of big lightly tart lemon, lime, orange, grapefruit, peach, pear, pineapple, 
passion fruit, papaya, mango, melon, guava, berry, citrus peel/zest, hay, straw, grass, vanilla, cream, wheat, 
cracker, white bread, light pepper/lacto funk, and yeast earthiness. Damn nice aromas with great balance and 
complexity of fruity/acidic yeast, citrus/tropical hops, vanilla, lactose, and pale/wheat malt notes; with great 
strength. Taste of big lightly tart lemon, lime, orange, grapefruit, peach, pear, pineapple, passion fruit, papaya, 
mango, melon, guava, berry, citrus peel/zest, hay, straw, grass, vanilla, cream, wheat, cracker, white bread, light 
pepper/lacto funk, and yeast earthiness. Mild lactic tartness and zesty/grassy bitterness on the finish. Lingering 
notes of tart lemon, lime, orange, grapefruit, peach, pear, pineapple, passion fruit, papaya, mango, melon, 
guava, berry, citrus peel/zest, hay, straw, grass, vanilla, cream, wheat, cracker, white bread, light pepper/lacto 
funk, and yeast earthiness on the finish for a while. Awesome complexity, robustness, and balance of 
fruity/acidic yeast, citrus/tropical hops, vanilla, lactose, and pale/wheat malt flavors; with a nice 
malt/bitter/tartness balance, and zero cloying/puckering flavors after the finish. Lightly increasing dryness from 
lingering tartness. Medium-high carbonation and light-medium body; with a very smooth, creamy/grainy, and 
lightly acidic/sticky mouthfeel that is fantastic. Zero warming alcohol as expected of 4.8%. Overall this is an 
outstanding dessert style Berliner weisse! All around awesome complexity, robustness, and balance of 
fruity/acidic yeast, citrus/tropical hops, vanilla, lactose, and pale/wheat malt flavors; very smooth and refreshing 
to drink, with the mildly acidic/drying finish. Tastes like tropical fruit ice cream in a way. Awesome balance of 
fruity Lacto, juicy hops, vanilla, lactose, and malts. Not overly sweet or lactic either way. A highly enjoyable 
offering, unique, and spot on style example as expected. 

 
 

Investcorp International Inc  
 

Night Shift Brewing Whirlpool 
Our flagship New England pale ale is brewed with a malt bill of wheat, oats, and barley; Mosaic and Summer 
hops are used in the kettle, and we dry-hop with another round of Mosaic. Whirlpool pours straw yellow and 
slightly hazy. Expect aromas of peach and mango, with notes of ripe citrus and a crisp finish. We canned 
Whirlpool for the first time in 2014, and since then, thousands and thousands of 4-packs have found their way 
out into the world. Regulars and staff members alike call it their "desert-island beer", and its popularity with the 
NSB running club earned it the moniker "Night Shift Gatorade". With low ABV and sky-high flavor, this beer is 
perfect for pretty much any situation. ABV: 4.5%. Sold In: MA, NY, ME. Recommended Glassware: Pint. Tasting 
Notes: Soft, Citrus, Juicy. Pairings: Pizza, balsamic salad, cheddar. First Released: 3/5/2014 
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J.P. Morgan Securities LLC  
 

Industrial Arts Brewing Metric Pils 

Classic, creamy and herbaceous. Clean malt and refined noble hop character come together in the best way. 
Repeatable. 
 

 

JLL Partners 
 

Paradox Brewing Pilsner 

A Czech inspired Lager Malts Pilsner, Caramel PILS Hops Northern Brewer, Czech Saaz. The Paradox Story—
A revamp of our original Paradox - which was a Blonde Ale - we have made some tweaks to the yeast of 
fermentation to bring you the new, improved, Paradox Pilsner. Although the Pilsner is not the most cerebral of 
our beers it is one of our most popular efforts as it combines craft brewing philosophy with easy drinking 
acumen. As soon as you flip the top off the bottle you know you’re in for something special. While the bright 
golden hue hints at a great quaffing beer, the explosion of passionfruit and citrus aromas - the signature of the 
Riwaka hop variety - leave you in no doubt you’re in for more than mere refreshment. On the palate the initial 
biscuity malt sweetness is soon joined by those zingy tropical fruit hop notes and leads into a racy tart finish. 
This beer is flavour-packed yet crisp and thirst quenching - that’s the paradox! When your thirst is finally slaked 
try another glass with: Barbecued seafood, Marlborough green lipped mussels, Freshly caught scallops, Replace 
your <enter generic mass produced, flavourless pale lager here> with a Paradox. 
 
 

Juna Equity 
 

Jack's Abby Post Shift 
There will be no working during drinking hours! Brewed with Bavarian malt and hops, this everyday Pilsner is 
bright, crisp and refreshing. We think it’s the perfect way to end the work day. Clock out, post-up and enjoy! 
 

 

KeyBanc Capital Markets  
 

Interboro Fulltime 

India Pale Ale brewed with Dutch Pilsner and Wheat, fermented with English ale yeast finished with Citra, 
Amarillo and Galaxy hops. Pours hazy pale orange. 
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Lincoln International  
 

Grimm Tesseract 

This luminous hazy-golden beauty is bursting with layers of super fresh, hoppy complexity: aromas of berry, 
tropical fruit, and citrus are married to undertones of resinous, dank spruce. Inspired more by Vermont IPA’s 
than the typical west coast style, the bitterness is firm yet soft around the edges, and the mouthfeel is creamy 
and luscious. Brewed with Mosaic, Falconer’s Flight, and Citra hops. 
 

 

LynnCo 
 

Grimm Striking 

Motueka, Azacca, and Ekuanot cryo. This beer pours a murky orange color with tons of floaties and a two finger, 
pillowy white head. Retention is moderate and there are literally blankets of lacing covering most of the glass. 
Smell is peach, mango, orange and sweet malts. Taste is the same. The can is less than 2 months old, but this 
is very malty for a Grimm beer. Feel is medium bodied and soft with low carbonation. Very sticky on the finish. 
 

 

Main Street Capital Corporation  
 

Springdale Pearly 

Tart, refreshing and drinkable beyond belief. A country-style witbier, spiced with organge and coriander, that 
harkens to days before the onslaught of industrialized beer. 
 

 

Monomoy Capital Partners  
 

Stillwater Artisanal Spaced 

A low gravity india pale ale brewed with spelt and wheat. 16 ounce can into tulip glass, canned on 10/4/2017. 
Pours fairly hazy/cloudy medium golden yellow color with a 1-2 finger fairly dense and fluffy white head with 
good retention, that reduces to a small cap that lingers. Light spotty soapy lacing clings on the glass, with a fair 
amount of streaming carbonation. Aromas of big ruby red grapefruit, tangerine, lemon, peach, pineapple, 
mango, melon, citrus peel/rind, light pepper, pine, wheat, cracker, white bread, and floral/grassy earthiness. 
Damn nice aromas with great balance and complexity of citrus/pine hops and moderate pale malt notes; with 
great strength. Taste of big ruby red grapefruit, tangerine, lemon, peach, pineapple, mango, melon, citrus 
peel/rind, light pepper, pine, wheat, cracker, white bread, and floral/grassy earthiness. Light-moderate pine, 
citrus peel, floral, grassy bitterness on the finish. Lingering notes of ruby red grapefruit, tangerine, lemon, peach, 
pineapple, mango, melon, citrus peel/rind, light pepper, pine, wheat, cracker, white bread, and floral/grassy 
earthiness on the finish for a good bit. Awesome complexity, robustness, and balance of citrus/pine hops and 
moderate pale malt flavors; with an awesome malt/bitterness balance, and zero astringent hop flavors after the 
finish. Moderately crisp/clean finishing. Light-moderate increasing dryness from bitterness. Medium carbonation 
and light-medium body; with a very smooth, moderately bready/grainy, and fairly sticky balanced mouthfeel that 
is fantastic. Zero warming alcohol as expected of 3.8%. Overall this is an outstanding session IPA! All around 
awesome complexity, robustness, and balance of citrus/pine hops and moderate pale malt flavors; very smooth, 
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crisp, clean, and refreshing to drink with the mellowly bitter/drying finish. Quite tame on the lingering bitterness 
overall. Very flavorful and not watery for the ABV. Extremely juicy citrus hops with a nice wheat/spelt malt 
backing. Tastes like Cascade/Amarillo, you will love the classic hop profile. A highly enjoyable offering. 
 

 

Mufson Howe Hunter & Company LLC 
 

Lawson's Session #8 

Super Session #8 is designed to be a light and refreshing beer with low alcohol, yet the full hop character of a 
Session IPA. Each beer in our Super Session series is brewed with with the same malt base and specialty malts 
but features a different single-hop variety. Super Session #8 is brewed with copious amounts of Mosaic hops. 
Go ahead, you can have more than one… Cheers! 
 

 

Oaklins DeSilva Philips 
 

Maine Beer Lunch 

Our “East Coast” version of a West Coast-style IPA. Intense hop flavors and aromas of tropical and citrus fruits 
and pine dominate. A subtle malt sweetness brings the beer into balance. 
 

 

Pepper Hamilton  
 

Grimm Lambo Door 

Double IPA brewed with El Dorado + Simcoe + Citra.Look - Pours a hazy golden orange, although not quite as 
bright as other NEIPA's, with a nice head that dissipates quickly. Smell - The smell jumps right out of the glass. 
Strong aroma of sweet, tropical fruits.Taste - The taste follows the smell with strong flavors of papaya and 
strawberry as well as peach, mango and surprisingly, Starbursts. Very little alcohol coming through, and almost 
no bitterness. Although maybe a little sweet. Feel - Light carbonation and a medium body.Overall - A really nice 
beer that is pretty light and bright for a DIPA. Not mind blowing, but certainly enjoyable and well worth seeking 
out again. 
 

 

Petsky Prunier  
 

Newburgh  MegaBoss 

“Mega Boss” (adj): meaning ‘radical’ or ‘awesome’ or ‘super duper’ 3 years after we opened in 2012, we really 
think this whole IPA thing might be taking off… So we bring you “MegaBoss IPA”, our American IPA loaded with 
8 different hop varieties, showcasing some of our favorite IPA things: a rich pineapple & tropical fruit aroma, with 
a flavor profile that very much follows that aromatic start, concluding with a lemon & herbal hop finish. At 7.0% 
ABV, it’s incredibly smooth & easy-drinking, with a bitterness that never overpowers the wonderful flavors from 
the many hops. An IPA to be enjoyed over & over again. 
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Piper Jaffray & Co. 
 

Night Shift Brewing Pfaffenheck 

Style: German-style pilsner. ABV: 5.2%. Tasting Notes: Clean, crisp, zesty. Description: Bright, traditional 
pilsner. Floor-malted German grain delivers soft notes of honey and biscuit, balanced by a floral, zesty hop 
profile. The Story: Believe it or not, Pfaffenheck was born from a bet. When co-founder Rob Burns' German 
family heard about the brewery, they put him up to the challenge: brew a traditional German Pilsner. They 
weren't sure what to expect from a crew of American brewers, but low and behold, the NSB team delivered a 
crisp, refreshing beer that hearkened back to the Bavarian homeland. To honor the roots of this lager, we named 
it after the town Rob's family is from: Pfaffenheck! Pfaffenheck is as reliable as they come - bright and 
effervescent, with a subtley sweet and bready finish. One sip and you might just find yourself at a long beer hall 
table, clinking glasses with Germans in lederhosen. 
 

 

Plante Moran 
 

Grimm lumen 

Beautifully hazed-up new school IPA. Juicy and soft with an aroma that catches your attention from across the 
room. Velvety mouthfeel, soft bitterness. Citra, Mosaic, Equinox, and El Dorado varietals kicking out a range of 
tropical flavors. Perfectly balanced and dialed in. 
 

 

Raymond James & Associates  
 

Paradox Brewing Beaver Bite 

Dry hopped IPA that blends American & English hops into a distinctly Adirondack IPA. Malts- Pale Ale Malt, 
Light Carastan, Caramel Pils, Hops- Northern Brewer, Chinook, Crystal, & East Kent Golding 
 

 

Robert W. Baird & Co.  
 

Jack's Abby Saxony Lager 

Decoction mash and the exclusive use of Vienna malt creates a traditional malty character. Lightly hopped with 
Bavarian hops and left unfiltered, yielding a lightly fruity aroma. 

 
Rothschild & Co. 
 

Single Cut Full Stack 

When your tastebuds beg for a pounding, this double IPA sneaks up with smoothness, and then: Bam! Citrus 
uppercut! Biff! Dank bitterness! Wham! A piney bit! Ooof! Floral, dank pine and citrus aromas! Kablam! 
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Safanad Inc 
 

Threes Vliet 
Clean, Sweet Hay, Herbal Hops, Verdant.Clear golden with a large white head with good retention, lace and 
regeneration. Pleasant nose with dry green plants, citrus, dry grass and light egg shell. The flavour has citrus, 
dry grass, dry green plants, light chalk and egg shell. Medium body, low sweetness, medium bitter. Dry hoppy 
finish with some bitterness. Very pleasant. 
 

 

Saw Mill Capital  
 

Transmitter Brewing S4 Saison 

Notes of pepper and stone fruits. Pilsner and white wheat malt with French saison yeast create an earthy dry 
beer. Effervescent. Clean yeast profile and subtle dry hopping. Delicious as the weather warms. 30 IBUs, 16 
Plato original gravity, serve at 42 F, 7.2% abv. 
 

 

Sentinel  
 

Two Roads Road 2 Ruin 

A big, hoppy IPA with plenty of bite! Our assertive, hop-centric Double IPA has a lean malt backdrop and is 
brewed with four American hop varieties – Summit, Palisade, Cascade and Magnum. Piney, citrus, floral, not-for-
the-timid! Previously 7.6% abv 
 

 

Stephens, Inc. 
 

Springdale But I Digress 

Aromas of peach, mango, papaya and apricot get down with a bracing, piny finish. Pours out a super cloudy 
deep orange color. Thick foamy head. Very fresh aromas. Lots of tropical fruit. Very soft texture. Quite fruity. Not 
very bitter. Long dry bready finish with hint of pine. 
 
 

 

Sterling Investment Partners 
 

Yonkers Hop Runner 

In YO face with citrusy, dank hoppy flavors, this IPA is a nice bright and dry interpretation of the classic 
American IPA. Lightly cloudy rich yellow with very small frothy off-white head that disappeared completely soon, 
faint citrus aroma, medium carbonation, medium bitter taste with citrus peel flavor, smooth body, long finish. A 
nice one. 
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Stifel  
 

Stillwater Artisanal Levadurra 

Here we have Levadura from Stillwater Artisanal.  This Oaxacan-style gose sour ale is brewed with salt, agave 
and lime and the beer will clock in at 4.6%-AbV. 
 

 

Stout Risius Ross Advisors, LLC  
 

Threes Insanity 

Floral, Golden, Berry Kix, Melon, Smooth. 3rd Anniversary Foudre-Fermented Lager. Pours faintly cloudy golden 
with foamy whitish head, faint vanilla/malt aroma, high carbonation, mildly bitter honey flavored malty taste, hint 
of vanilla, smooth body, medium finish. Easy to drink, satisfying brew. 
 

 

Tenex Capital Management 
 

Zero Gravity Grand Royale 

A delightfully dry and bitter Double IPA featuring Galaxy, Mosaic, and 007 hops. Notes of tropical fruit and pine 
are supported by a clean malt backbone. 
 
 

The Carlyle Group 
 

Upper Pass First Drop 

This is our first larger release that we brew in Stowe, Vermont. This beer has a base of Pilsner and Golden 
Promise malts with Mosaic, Citra, Centennial and Azacca Hops. 
 

 
Threadstone  
 

Transmitter Brewing G1 Golden Ale 

Fermented with Belgian abbey yeast. Bottle conditioned with a single strain of Brett. Hopped exclusively with 
Nelson Sauvin hops from New Zealand. Notes of gooseberry, guava, and mixed tropical fruits. 
 

 

TM Capital  
 

Two Roads Passionfruit Gose 

Two Roads Passionfruit Gose a Grodziskie/Gose/Lichtenhainer beer by Two Roads Brewing Company, a 
brewery in Stratford, Connecticut. 
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Trilantic Capital Partners 
 

Rockaway Brewing The Original 
Rockaway Original ESB a Premium Bitter/ESB beer by Rockaway Brewing Company, a brewery in Long Island 
City, New York. 

 
 

Warburg Pincus 
 

Citizen’s Cider Assorted 

Off-Dry, clean and crisp drink for the people; our flagship cider. The Unified Press is easy drinking for any 
occasion. Blend of 10 or so varieties of apples grown in Vermont at Happy Valley Orchards, Kent Ridge 
Orchards, and Allenholm Farm. 6.8%ABV. 
 

 

William Blair  
 

Yonkers American pils 

A light grainy malt character with and subtle flowery and spicy noble hop notes. 
 

Young America Capital  
 

Zero Gravity Conehead IPA 

Our single-hopped Wheat IPA. This beer was launched as part of our I.P.April– a month long celebration of 
hoppy brews–and we decided to brew it with a different hop each year. Until we brewed it with Citra and then, 
well, we never turned back. Completely satisfyingly awesome in its crispiness an

 


